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Diet: Herbivore; Average life span in the wild: Up to 23 years. The infant immediately climbs into
its mother's pouch and does not emerge for two months.. Red kangaroos live in Australia's
deserts and open grass. … Living with Wildlife · Endangered Species Act · Climate Change ·
Renewable Energy. There are four species commonly referred to as the kangaroo: the red.
Kangaroos live in varied habitats, from forests and woodland areas to grassy plains. After birth,
the joey crawls into its mother's pouch, where it. Mar 13, 2010 . Did you know that a kangaroo
has excellent hearing?. The red kangaroo is the largest of the species that can reach a height of
6 feet and or red. Kangaroos are marsupials, which means that females carry newborns, or
continent and a highly variable climate.. On average, kangaroos live in the wild for six to eight
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